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Report: Partner Pay Gap Widens in the UK, Europe and Australia
Partnerships must evolve to become more entrepreneurial and collaborative, and this needs to be re�ected in how pro�ts are
shared, the report said, noting that this is especially important during an economic downturn.

By Christopher Niesche | maggio 29, 2020
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The highest-paid equity partners in a law �rm receive on average between three and �ve times as much as the worst paid—a widening pay
gap that threatens law �rm cohesion, a recent survey has found.

The 2020 Equity Partner Contribution & Compensation by MHPR Advisors and Performance Leader also revealed that the vast majority of
measures used to determine a partner’s compensation are production-related.

In 2020 the most common top-to-bottom compensation spread for equity partners was between 3:1 and 5:1, but only three years earlier the most
common spread was between 3:1 and 2:1. The �ndings are based on a survey given to 162 partners in Australia, the United Kingdom and
Continental Europe, most of whom are managing partners.

The authors stated that if the pay spread widens too much, then �rms risk losing the cohesion required for collaboration and work-sharing and
the “rainmakers” they are trying to hold on to.

“It simply isn’t enough to be a stellar expert or to have a big book of clients to join the equity ranks,” the survey states. “More is needed in terms of
collaborative mindset, complementary capabilities, personality, adaptability, behavior and a history or potential of achieving results for the �rm.”

However, at most �rms, innovation, collaboration and the client experience “hardly matter” when deciding how much equity partners should
be paid. Instead, when it comes to determining how much individual partners are paid, three-quarters of the contribution measures relate to
production, with business development ranking second.

“This begs a foundation question for every partnership during times of an economic downturn: is it sustainable for equity partners to be just
production machines or does this senior cohort �nally need to mature—to be, feel, act and be measured as co-entrepreneurs?” the authors state.

“Our view is clear: partnerships and equity partners must evolve to become even more entrepreneurial, and this co-entrepreneurship needs to be
re�ected in how partners are evaluated and how pro�ts are shared. This is because in the short-term, it is only entrepreneurial capability,
e�ectively deployed, that will protect the �rm’s revenue.”

Equity partners need to collaborate more e�ectively than they do now and innovate for new, comprehensive, cross-disciplinary solutions to client
problems and develop new, digital approaches to the client experience, the report states.

Only 59% of respondents said poor performance is addressed with a clear improvement plan, despite the increased importance of having “honest
and constructive dialogue” during di�cult economic times.

“There will be a tremendous pressure to maintain revenues in the short-term. What to do with partners with advisory practices or client portfolios
that are skewed towards industries most a�ected by the downturn? Are they deemed ‘underperformers’ overnight? Or does the partnership take
a long-term view?” the authors wrote.

They warned that failing to deal with poor performance can very quickly undermine partnership harmony and cohesion, especially in lean years.

The report was authored by Michael Roch, head of consulting at London-based practice advisory �rm MHPR Advisors, and Ray D’Cruz, CEO of
Performance Leader, which designs contribution management software for professional services �rms.
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